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The solution for electric mobility  
in the property sector.
Create added value for your properties  
with economical charging infrastructure. 



 ü Increase the value of your properties with  
charging infrastructure that is fit for the future.

 ü Create added value for tenants and property- 
owners at the same time.

 ü Invest in an economical charging infrastructure – 
without any operating costs for you.

 ü Choose a solution that does not affect the  
general electricity bills for the properties. 

 ü Let your residents charge their vehicles at their 
own expense using the SmartCable.

 ü Take advantage of the convenient and accurate 
billing service provided by ubitricity.

Charging infrastructure for residents. 
No operating costs for you.

Electric mobility is taking off. Although this is being greeted with 
ever-increasing enthusiasm from environmentally conscious tenants 
and owners, it is currently presenting the property sector with a 
number of challenges. Facilitating the crossover to electric mobility 
requires a smart and economical solution that works for all parties 
involved. ubitricity’s MobileCharging system solves two key 

problems: it does not only allow you to set up economical charging 
infrastructure, but also produces a customised and accurate elec-
tricity bill for each EV user that charges their vehicle – at no expense 
to you. Equip yourself and your properties for the electromobile 
future with ubitricity’s system solution. Straightforward, economical 
and sustainable.

The MobileCharging system

The intelligent charging cable: 
The SmartCable

The economical charging spot:
The SimpleSocket

SimpleSockets do not feature any static 
communication, access or billing technology. 
This reduces the purchase price significantly. 
They can also be installed wherever electrici-
ty is available. 

Transparent billing: 
The ConnectivityManager

The user receives an exact bill of their 
charging costs. The ConnectivityManager 
supplies information on all charging proce-
dures – real-time and in compliance with 
data protection laws.

The user of the electric vehicle obtains the 
SmartCable, which features an integrated 
electricity meter, and the associated mobile 
power contract. It identifies itself to the 
SimpleSocket and records the charging 
procedure to the exact kWh. 



The MobileCharging system in your properties

The convincing solution  
for the property sector.

Installation
Whether on a wall, freestanding on a bollard or integrated in a lamp post – Simple-
Sockets are straightforward, quick and cheap to install anywhere with an electricity 
supply. Service providers from ubitricity can take care of the installation and any 
maintenance work required for the electrical equipment – providing you with a con-
venient one-stop shop for all your services.

Electricity costs
Your residents with electric cars obtain a SmartCable and take out a mobile electricity 
contract for it. The metering and billing technology required is integrated into the Smart-
Cable, which features a mobile, calibrated electricity meter and mobile communication 
connection. This means that all you need is a charging spot (SimpleSocket) with no oper-
ating costs for the meter, mobile communication connection and data transfer. 

Charging process
The user connects the SmartCable to the SimpleSocket. The cable authorises the charging 
process and activates the SimpleSocket – and the charging begins. The process is the same for 
all SimpleSockets. You can of course also use the SmartCable to charge your vehicle at external 
providers’ charging stations (according to the terms and conditions of the respective provider). 

The right infrastructure solution for the property sector is the one 
that convinces both you and the users in practice. And that is 
precisely what the MobileCharging system does. The investment 
costs for the infrastructure are minimal. 
Users receive exact, secure and transparent bills for their individual 
electricity costs, which means that neither other residents nor the 

property management are affected. You don’t have to deal with 
anything: the service includes commissioning of the SimpleSockets 
as well as installation and maintenance options for the electric 
equipment. 
This guarantees you a one-stop service that is tailored to your 
needs. A simply convincing solution.

Billing
All billing services are taken care of by ubitricity. The EV user receives a monthly bill con-
taining all charging transactions. The electricity costs for charging transactions undertaken 
using your SimpleSockets will be reimbursed to you directly, not involving other third parties. 
Your crossover to electric mobility couldn’t be more convincingly simple.
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